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When possible, lifting should be avoided and appropriate equipment, such as a hoist, used in preference. We
would recover them and lift O'Grady via hoist. From Schools and colleges conduct flag hoisting ceremonies
and cultural events. From Wikipedia At the age of 25 years he was again arrested on charges of flag hoisting
on government establishments and transferred to many jails. These example sentences show you how flag
hoist is used. See More First Known Use of hoist Verb 15th century, in the meaning defined at transitive sense
1 Noun , in the meaning defined at sense 1 History and Etymology for hoist Verb and Noun. High Street banks
raised their lending rates by two percent following the Government's initial interest rate hoist. Very Carefully,"
16 May Cranes, windlasses and capstans ancient water-raising devices based on a kind of swinging, see-saw
design may well have inspired the use of counterweights in early elevators and hoists. The cargo was hoisted
up onto the ship. The hoist units are in turn mounted in trucks for mobility. Combs smiles broadly and hoists
the laughing boy over his head. Choose the Right Synonym for hoist Verb lift , raise , rear , elevate , hoist ,
heave , boost mean to move from a lower to a higher place or position. Cargo handling is by forklift or electric
hoists on traveling beams. Hoist your honker to the skies and smell the burning charcoal and dripping, burning
fat. Materials are elevated to the top floor by the new hoist. We would push out the boat, hoist the sail and
visit the lobster pots and conger lines. More modern warships use semi-automated or automated ammunition
hoists. She saw Lee hoist the baby on his shoulder, with people passing in the background. From Wikipedia
The event usually lasts all day with a flag hoisting ceremony, as well an award ceremony, cultural
programmes, mass marches and speeches. Tregoning will never operate a hoist again, not in California. Send
us feedback. You hoist a flag when you pull it to the top of its pole. Tariffs," 26 Oct. The specially constructed
trailer, unique to the Cleveland area, has a Ferrari Hyab-type hoist mounted midway along its length. From
Wikipedia But here there is no such custom of kodiyettam flag hoisting and even the flag mast is not present
here. I drop my bag inside the window and hoist myself over the sill to follow it. From Wikipedia The old
duties of the signalmen, the flag hoists, are not being performed by him, and ships nowadays are stationed
further apart so that semaphore is not much used. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion
of the Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors.


